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CHAPTER I

FISH FAMILIES
Baby �sh, like baby frogs, when they �rst see the world 
are quite unlike their parents. �e sea swarms with 
countless numbers of these �sh-babies: if you scooped 
up some of them in a bucket, you would hardly know 
that they were �sh. But let us begin at the beginning—
the egg! 

A bird’s egg, as we all know, is a hard shell 
containing “white” and yolk. Is that all? No, we have 
le� out the most important part, called the germ. �e 
chick is formed neither from the yolk nor the “white,” 
but from a minute “germ.” �is is a speck of life, but, 
by living on the large yellow yolk, and the transparent 
“white,” it grows and grows, and by slow degrees 
becomes a perfect chick. �e yolk is so large, and is 
such rich food, that it lasts until the chick is perfectly 
formed and ready to burst through the hard walls of 
its prison. 

�e baby �sh is not so well o�. It comes out of a 
tiny egg, in which is no room for a rich store of food for 
the germ to live on. So, of course, it cannot wait within 
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the egg until it is a perfect �sh, but must come out and 
face the world as an imperfect one. In this baby form 
it is known as a larval �sh. 

�e bird baby is well o�, for, on leaving the egg, 
it is a small copy of its parents, while the �sh or frog, 
coming from a starved little egg, is merely a larva. It 
has to become a perfect �sh or frog outside the shelter 
of the egg! We might compare it with the child of poor 
parents, forced to go into the big world before it has 
really grown up! 

Frogs’ eggs are easy to keep: most of us have 
watched them hatch into tadpoles, and the tadpoles 
develop into small frogs. But �sh-eggs are more di�cult 
to keep: so let us suppose we have dived into the clear 
water of a sparkling stream where we can see the eggs 
of a trout. �ey were laid in the clean gravel bed, several 
hundred of them, nearly three months ago! Although 
the �sh did her best to cover them over with gravel, 
many have been gobbled up by ducks, eels, and other 
enemies; but those that escaped are now ready to hatch. 

Each egg breaks, and out wriggles a queer little 
object with two black discs on its head—its eyes. Can 
this odd-looking scrap of life ever become a handsome, 
strong, speckled trout? As it lies on its side, tired out 
with the exertion of escaping from prison, we notice a 
queer lump fastened to the underside of its body. What 
can it be? 

It is a part of the egg-yolk; and for the next few 
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weeks the baby �sh depends on it for food. If you like, 
you can call it the baby’s feeding-bottle. Only, as you 
will notice in our picture (below), the feeding-bottle 
is not connected with the baby’s mouth, but with its 
body! Why is that? 

TROUT ALEVIN

WHEN FIRST HATCHED, TROUT ARE KNOWN AS “ALEVIN.”

�e reason is a strange one. �e throat, or food-
pipe, is at �rst closed up, therefore the baby would starve 
and die, but for the remains of egg-yolk in the “feeding-
bottle.” �is store of food keeps the little creature alive, 
and it can stay hidden away in the gravel while it is so 
weak and helpless. 
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So the weeks go by: our baby �sh escapes its 
many enemies, comes out of hiding, and we see it 
chasing and eating small things, such as water-�eas. 
Its food-bag has now all gone. It begins to look more 
like a �sh. It has a good appetite for small worms, grubs, 
and fresh-water shrimps, and so grows up to be a lovely, 
shining, red-spotted Trout. 

Now all �sh do not begin life quite in that way, 
but a great many do. As the eggs and babies have no 
nursery, and no parents to protect them, many are 
destroyed; to make up for this, each female �sh must 
lay a great number of eggs. Some of our river-�sh lay 
many, but sea-�sh take �rst prize for huge families. �e 
Cod, for instance, lays millions of eggs, the Flounder 
more than 1,000,000, and the Herring from 20,000 to 
40,000! 

�e Herring, Cod, and most of the �sh you see 
in the �sh-shop, are very careless parents. �ey simply 
shed their spawn into the sea, and swim away as if 
nothing had happened! We must notice, however, that 
they do not lay their eggs just anywhere in the great 
ocean, but in certain parts. �ey choose suitable water, 
neither too cold nor too warm, neither too deep nor 
too shallow! 

�is habit is a most important one—for us as 
well as for them. �e Herring likes to shed its eggs in 
fairly shallow water. �e Cod gather in millions o� 
the coast of Newfoundland, where the water is perfect 
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for the eggs, the babies, and the grown-up Cod as 
well. Now �shermen study these habits of �sh: they 
know when and where to �nd the mighty shoals of 
Herring as they travel to the spawning-beds: and we 
all know of the famous Cod-�shery of the foggy Banks 
of Newfoundland. 

�e eggs of these �sh do not take months to 
hatch, like those of the Trout, but a few days only. When 
we consider the dangers they run it is surprising that so 
many �sh remain! �e shoals of Herring, for instance, 
are beyond count! In the year 1927 no fewer than 21 
million of these �sh were landed by Yarmouth �shing 
boats in one day, and the total catch for one week, at 
this seaport only, was 85 million Herrings! 

All �sh are not so careless of their eggs as the 
Herring, Cod, etc. �e Trout and Salmon, for instance, 
hide them under gravel: others do more than this, and 
make nests: and some, like our common Stickleback, or 
“Red-�roat” as boys call him, even guard their eggs and 
young. Most of us have seen how �ercely this handsome 
little fellow guards his property. How he makes brave 
charges at intruders, with spines set like �xed bayonets. 
He is ready to �ght anyone and everyone; in his Spring 
suit of green and red and gold, he shines like a jewel 
against the mud of his watery home. 

Scattered all over the world are other nest-
building �sh: and, like the birds, each has its own idea 
of the best kind of nest to make. Strange to say, there 
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are �sh which have a special pocket of skin in which to 
carry the eggs. �e common Pipe-�sh (which you may 
see at the Zoo, or sometimes at the �sh-shop, or in nets 
at the seaside) is one of these �sh with pockets. Another 
queer �sh, to be found in tropical seas (and also at the 
Zoo!) carries the eggs in its mouth and gills, until they 
hatch! Needless to say, this �sh is content with a small 
family of 20 or 30. 

NEST OF STICKLEBACK

Round our own coasts may be found �sh which 
place their eggs in empty shells, and mount guard over 
them. Others there are which press their eggs into rock 
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crevices, and protect them with their own bodies from 
roving enemies. 

But �sh that build nurseries, or guard their 
families in any way, are rare. As a rule, there is no 
nursery life for the baby �sh. A�er leaving the egg, it 
�nds itself helpless in a world of enemies. �e chances 
are that it will soon be found by one of them, and 
speedily eaten! 

EXERCISES

1. How does the baby trout exist for the �rst 
few weeks of its life? 

2. Where do the Cod lay their eggs? Name one 
famous Cod �shery, and one port famous for 
its �eet of Herring boats. 

3. Mention four �sh which lay their eggs and 
leave them, and two which guard their eggs. 
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FROGGIE’S FAMILY
In early Spring-time, when “pussy-willows” are begin-
ning to look gay, and the Marsh Marigolds �aunt their 
shining yellow in the swamps, Froggie journeys to the 
water, to lay her eggs. In a few days’ time, masses of 
jelly, dotted with little black spots, show where she has 
been. But we see no sign of Froggie, for she has hidden 
in the grass and weeds, leaving her eggs to look a�er 
themselves. 

“But all frogs do that,” you may say, “and they 
never behave in any other way.” It is quite true that our 
frogs never show any regard for their families. Some 
frogs of other lands behave in a very di�erent way, 
however, as we shall see later in this lesson. First let us 
see the many curious things that happen to Froggie’s 
eggs. 

�e frog’s life is like a story with many chapters, 
though very few of Froggie’s big family live from 
Chapter 1 to the end of the story! �e eggs, tadpoles, 
and baby frogs are, to many creatures, what chocolate-
cream is to boys and girls—something to be made an 
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end of at once! So the frog’s family daily gets less and 
less! As the eggs have no protecting nursery, it is as well 
that the frog—like the cod and herring we saw in the 
last lesson—lays so many of them! 

Now �shes and frogs, as you know, are not 
related. �ey belong to two distinct groups in Nature’s 
great family, but in one thing at least they are alike. Both 
the baby frog, and the baby �sh, when they �rst hatch 
into the world, appear in a form quite unlike that of 
their parents. �ey are, in fact, in a larval stage. 

About two weeks a�er Froggie laid her eggs, a 
little black creature wriggles out of each jelly envelope, 
in which it has passed Chapter 1 of its life. In Chapter 2 
it is very lazy. It does nothing but cling to the water-
weed by means of two suckers under its head. It has no 
eyes and no mouth. It is simply waiting for its mouth 
to grow. And, as it is not really a tadpole yet, we must 
call it a larva. It breathes by means of tu�s that branch 
from each side the “neck.” 

Chapter 2 ends in a few days, when our larval 
frog has a mouth. A very small mouth, but a strange 
one! It is armed with wonderful rows of rasps, or teeth. 
If our eyes were immensely strong, we could count 
more than 600 of these tiny teeth! �e two beady eyes 
also appear now, but the breathing tu�s soon disappear. 

Our larva has gone a stage farther in its life-
story. It has reached Chapter 3 in which it is a tadpole, 
breathing like a �sh through slits in each side of its 
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neck. It eats greedily, and grows. For the most part it 
feeds on particles of weed, but is quite ready to dine o� 
the dead bodies of its own relations! Its body is inky 
black with gold spangles, and, like a �sh, it swims by 
wriggling its strong tail. 

In Chapter 4 of its story we must call it a frog-
tadpole, for its legs begin to show, �rst the long hind 
ones, and then the front ones. It is leaving its baby 
tadpole period, and nearing the time when it will be 
a perfect frog. But �rst it has some most important 
changes to make, before it can enter Chapter 5 of its 
life, and leave the water. 

�e frog-tadpole ceases to feed, and casts o� 
its gills and jaws! Other wonderful changes occur in 
its body: it begins now to come to the surface of the 
water. Perhaps you can guess the reason? It has given 
up breathing by means of gills, as a �sh breathes, and 
now needs air to �ll its lungs, just as we do. At last it has 
gone through all the stages of its babyhood, and swims 
ashore as a little frog. It has reached the last chapter of 
its life as a water-baby: if it does not now hurry ashore 
all the tadpoles seem to take a delight in nibbling its 
toes! 

Before entering on its new life on land, it throws 
away its old clothes. In other words, it casts its skin: its 
tail, as you see in the picture opposite is now nearly 
all gone. Has it dropped o� ? No, it was not wasted, 
but used up as food by the body, during that eventful 
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Chapter 4, when so many things are happening to the 
frog-tadpole that it is unable to eat. 

YOUNG FROG WITH ITS CAST SKIN

Our baby frog sets out, with thousands of others, 
to seek its fortune on land—only to meet more enemies! 
Being no larger than your �nger nail, it can hide away 
in the daytime in any tiny crevice, coming out at night 
when the earth is moist. A�er a spell of dry weather, 
the �rst rain-storm brings the froglings out in their 
thousands, until the earth seems alive with them. 
Indeed, it used to be said that they had “all fallen down 
with the rain”! �ey set out to explore the world—much 
to the delight of all the ducks in that district! 

We leave them to grow up into big frogs, while 
we skip several thousand miles in search of other frogs. 
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In the country of Brazil lives one which is called by the 
natives “�e Blacksmith,” for its voice resounds like the 
hammer on the smith’s anvil. But it also has the habit of 
making a kind of nursery for its eggs and young. 

To make the nursery, the female frog collects 
mud for building material, and uses her feet as a mason 
uses his trowel. She plasters the mud together, and so 
constructs a round wall in the shallow water of a pond 
or marsh. She works until the edges of this mud basin 
show above the water. She then levels the �oor, lays her 
eggs inside the basin, and leaves them. 

Another frog of the same country makes a neater 
nest than that. She climbs up the stem of a plant. �en, 
with the help of her mate, she bends a leaf into the shape 
of a funnel. In this odd nest she deposits her eggs, where 
they are fairly safe from enemies. 

But there are other frogs, and toads also, which 
are not content with such nurseries. �ey make no 
nest at all, but prefer to carry their eggs about with 
them! Toads, as you may know, lay their eggs in long 
rows, like so many pearls in a necklace, and leave them 
in the water. But a foreign toad has the odd habit of 
winding the eggs around his hind legs! With this jelly 
string coiled about him, he hides away until night-time, 
when he comes out to eat and bathe the eggs in a pond 
or in dew. �e female toad has nothing to do with them 
once they are laid: but Mr. Toad makes himself useful, 
and acts as a nurse as well as a nursery! 
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We will look at one more nursery, and that one 
perhaps the oddest of all! In this case we �nd a male 
frog taking charge of the eggs; and instead of placing 
them on his body, he thrusts them into a pouch, or 
bag, under his mouth! �is is surely an odd place for a 
nursery! Of course his family is a small one—about a 
dozen eggs, as a rule. �is frog was discovered by the 
great naturalist Darwin: it is also famous as being the 
smallest frog in the world—it never grows beyond half 
an inch in length! 

�ough the queer frogs and toads we have 
glanced at are dwellers in foreign lands, you may 
sometimes see them at the Zoo. Two things we must 
notice before we leave them: one is, that the male frog 
or toad is sometimes the nurse; another is, that they 
have small families, and not large ones like those of our 
own frogs and toads. Can you guess the reason? 
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EXERCISES

1. Keep some frog-spawn in a jar of water; 
make drawings of the eggs and tadpoles. 

2. Write what you know of each chapter in the 
frog’s life. 

3. What happens to the tail of the tadpole? 

4. What made some people say that the baby 
frogs “fell down with the rain”? 

5. Describe the nursery habits of one foreign 
frog or toad. 


